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1 Introduction

The purpose of this report is to provide ICSTIS with an assessment of the market for 0871

numbers, to describe the current usage and range of uses of such numbers and to determine

the likely impact on the 0871 market following the proposed regulatory changes. The

assessment will also contribute to ICSTIS’ development of regulation for 0871 numbers by

providing an understanding of consumer and business user issues in relation to the usage of

0871 numbers, as well as the views of key stakeholders in the market (for example network

operators and service providers).

1.1 It has been decided that regulation of the 0871 market is required

There are broader issues related to the usage and understanding of non-geographic

numbers, which have had a bearing on the decision to impose regulation on the 0871

market.

 Changes to other number ranges: the changing role of 0871 in the context of

Ofcom’s number translation service (NTS) statement, and proposed changes to revenue

share from 0870 services, mean that it is important to take a holistic view of the issue

of 0870, 0871 and other relevant number ranges. In particular, issues of public

perception of services, costs and regulation in the 08 and 09 number ranges must be

thoroughly understood.

 Misunderstanding of the type of service and costs available from 0871 numbers:

the fall in the cost of UK telephone calls generally over the last few years has led to the

situation in which the rates that can be charged for calls to 0871 numbers do not

accurately reflect the current costs of charges from one UK landline number to another
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non-local landline number – the concept behind the 0871 number range. This fact may

have led to a perception that calls to 0871 numbers are charged at a premium over

standard rates, and may have altered the public’s view of such numbers.

 General lack of awareness of non-geographic number charges and uses: changes

in numbering policy over several years may have resulted in an incomplete

understanding by consumers of the costs of calls to any specific number, and of the

services that are permitted to use specific numbers.

1.2 Consumer and business surveys and in-depth stakeholder interviews
were essential in providing a balanced view of the market

In the primary research phase, Analysys Research carried out face-to-face and telephone

interviews, as well as an online survey.

 Stakeholder interviews. These interviews were used to complement, rather than

replace, the consultation process that ICSTIS had carried out in 2006, by seeking

opinions through the medium of an interview rather than formal submission to a

consultation. These helped to provide an understanding of issues pertaining to the

proposed regulation, such as the relevance of specific elements of current ICSTIS code,

implications for business models and the potential for migration to other number

ranges from an industry stakeholder perspective.

 Business survey. This survey provided an understanding of the way in which

businesses currently use 0871 numbers in order to assess how they would be affected

by the introduction of regulation.

 Consumer survey. Approximately 1000 UK consumers were surveyed in order to

understand their usage and understanding of non-geographic numbers. This helped to

gauge potential issues of consumer harm in relation to non-geographic numbers

generally, as well as in relation to the 0871 number range specifically.
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1.3 Opinions and data gained from fieldwork have allowed us to assess the
potential impact of regulation and to make recommendations
accordingly

A structured approach has been taken in producing this report. Initially, the current

structure of the 0871 market was considered, in terms of both its size and the players

involved in the value chain.

Next, through a process of analysis of the findings from the consumer and business

surveys, as well as from the in depth stakeholder interviews, the potential impact of

changes to the market as a result of the introduction of ICSTIS regulation was assessed.

Finally, key conclusions have been provided. The full report structure is summarised

below.

 Chapter 1 introduces the project scope and methodology

 Chapter 2 provides an estimate of market size

 Chapter 3 provides a qualitative description of the market

 Chapter 4 assesses the impact of regulation on the players in the 0871 value chain

 Chapter 5 discusses the broader market issues

 Chapter 6 contains conclusions.
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2 0871 market size

In this chapter the value of the 0871 market is discussed. This is important as it allows an

estimation of the revenues ICSTIS will be able to draw from the market through the

application of a levy on outpayments. The quantitative effect of regulation (in terms of

possible migrations to other number ranges) will be discussed as part of the impact

assessment presented in Chapter 4. The initial estimate of market value is based on current

0871 call volumes (i.e. based on the most recent published data) and related market

conditions. It should also be noted that the data provided in this chapter has not been

derived as a result of a thorough market sizing exercise, but instead uses published data,

together with a number of explicit assumptions, in order to provide an indicative value for

the 0871 market.

2.1 Non-geographic call volumes are falling in the UK

One important trend to note in the UK is the overall fall in non-geographic fixed call

volumes during recent years. Under current conditions, it is likely that this trend will

continue across all number ranges, including 0871. There are a number of possible reasons

for this:

 an increasing volume of calls originating from mobiles

 the more frequent use of the Internet to gain access to the services and information

available via non-geographic numbers

 the lack of clarity regarding the cost of non-geographic calls from both fixed and

mobile networks is deterring end users from calling.
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Exhibit 2.1 below shows the growth in non-geographic fixed call volumes (excluding dial-

up Internet) over the period 4Q 2003 to 2Q 2006.
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Exhibit 2.1: UK non-geographic number fixed call volumes 4Q 2003–2Q 2006 [Source: Ofcom

and Analysys Research, 2007]

As the chart illustrates, the volume of non-geographic calls has fallen by over 50% during

the period. It is expected that this trend will continue, as has been seen in a number of other

European markets.

2.2 A number of assumptions have been used to calculate market value

The calculation of the value of the 0871 market is based solely on revenues generated from

call charges. To calculate overall market value, the methodology shown in Exhibit 2.2 was

used.
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Total fixed originated minutes 1

Total fixed originated 0871 minutes 2

Total BT originated 0871

minutes 3

Total fixed altnet originated 0871

minutes 4

Total mobile originated 0871

minutes 5

Multiplied by average ppm rate (less
ppm retained by originating operator

and average transit charge) 6

Total value of outpayments from BT
originated 0871 calls

Total value of outpayments from
fixed altnet originated 0871 calls

Total value of outpayments from
mobile originated 0871 calls

Multiplied by average ppm rate (less
ppm retained by originating operator

and average transit charge) 7

Multiplied by average ppm rate (less
ppm retained by originating operator

and average transit charge) 8

Total estimated value of 0871 outpayments

Exhibit 2.2: Methodology used to calculate the value of the 0871 market in terms of

outpayments [Source: Analysys Research, 2007]

1. Source: Ofcom and Analysys Research, 2007.

2. Source: Operator estimates suggest ~15% of all non-geographic originated calls are to 0871 numbers. Assumed the proportion

of overall minutes is 13% in order to account for longer period of time consumers spend on 0800 calls.

3. Source: Ofcom estimates that BT accounts for ~70% of all non-geographic originated minutes. Assumed this applies to 0871.

4. Based on comments in point 3, assumed that fixed altnets account for 30% of all originated 0871 minutes.

5. Assumed that mobile originated minutes account for 40% of all 0871 minutes. Based on ~50% of all voice calls now originating

from mobiles, but assuming that mobile will account for fewer minutes due to concerns over cost.

6. Assumed that average BT charge for originated 0871 call is 8pence per minute (ppm) (average of 6–10ppm); also BT will retain

2ppm of this and transit charges are 0.67ppm (average of 0.3–1ppm quoted by BT when operating as a transit network).

7. Assumed that average fixed altnet charge for originated 0871 call is 10ppm (based on published rates); also altnet will retain

4ppm of this, and that transit charges are 0.67ppm (average of 0.3–1ppm quoted by BT when operating as a transit network).

8. Assumed that average mobile operator charge for originated 0871 call is 25ppm (based on published rates); also mobile

operator will retain 19ppm of this and that transit charges are 0.67ppm (average of 0.3–1ppm quoted by BT when operating as a

transit network).
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2.3 Revenues from calls are shared between stakeholders

The estimated value of the 0871 market is based solely on revenues generated through call

charges: a proportion of these revenues are retained by the originating network operator,

and the remainder is shared between transit network, terminating network operator, service

provider and the business receiving 0871 calls. Call-management services, such as call

routing, call distribution and voice mail services, are usually included within any revenue

share agreement, but can, together with the more advanced services such as IVR, mobile

routing and call recording, be charged for separately. Services for which there is an

additional charge outside revenue-share agreements are not included in this estimate of

market value.

2.3.1 Outpayments in the 0871 market are estimated at over GBP100 million

The total estimated value of the 0871 market is presented in Exhibit 2.3 below.

Total revenues generated
from call charges =

GBP328m

Revenues
retained by
operators =
GBP202m

Transit
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GBP15m

Outpayments
= GBP111m
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Exhibit 2.3: Estimated value of 0871 market based on call charges [Source: Analysys

Research, 2007]

As the chart illustrates, approximately 60% of the revenues (or GBP202 million) generated

by operators for originating 0871 calls is retained. Mobile operators account for most of
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this amount (approximately GBP166 million) as a result of their comparatively high call

charges. Transit charges, the fees charged by the operator that passes the call to the

terminating network operator, account for around GBP15 million and range between

0.3ppm (pence per minute) and 1ppm (based on BT rates). This leaves around GBP111

million in outpayments from the transit network to terminating network operators.

2.4 Application of a levy to the 0871 market

The figures presented above provide an estimate of outpayments under current market

conditions. Based on this, it is possible to calculate the revenues ICSTIS can draw from the

market through the application of its levy. It should be noted, however, that the

introduction of regulation in the 0871 market could have a significant effect on market

value, as will be discussed in subsequent chapters. This effect could be positive or negative

depending on the combination of regulations that are imposed, and for this reason it is

expected that ICSTIS will follow current practice and review outpayments in the year

following the introduction of regulation. At this stage, it may be necessary to revise the

levy to take into account factors such as call volumes and the amount of regulatory action

that has taken place.

Based on the data presented above, the value of outpayments in the 0871 market is

GBP111 million. It is assumed that this flow of funds between the transit network and the

terminating network operator is the most suitable on which to apply the ICSTIS levy.

Targeting the flow of funds between terminating network operators and the businesses

receiving 0871 calls is likely to be inappropriate, as many of the terminating network

operators provide additional services for which they will retain a proportion of the

outpayment from the transit network.

If ICSTIS was to apply the levy it currently uses in the Premium Rate Service market to the

0871 market (0.34% of outpayments), then the revenues generated will be GBP377 400

(0.34% GBP111 million). Whether or not this is a suitable amount must be assessed in

relation to a number of factors including:
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 Consumer harm: will the revenues generated by the levy be sufficient to allow

ICSTIS to carry out the activities that are necessary to protect the consumer from

harm?

 Industry acceptance: will the levy be acceptable to those stakeholders in the market

currently receiving a share of outpayments? In other words, will it be at a level that is

not detrimental to the business models of companies active in the market?
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3 Qualitative assessment of the 0871 market

3.1 The 0871 market has a number of important characteristics

In analysing the 0871 market, a number of characteristics should be considered in the light

of proposed regulation. The volume of 0871 numbers in use is relatively small compared to

that of other number ranges (such as 0870) and 0871 numbers are generally used for

consumer support, such as help lines, and for ticket booking.

A number of different stakeholders are involved in delivering and supporting services

available via 0871 numbers, and most of these work on the basis of one or more of four

revenue-share models, which are discussed later in this chapter. Buyers of 0871 numbers

and service providers typically share revenues generated from call charges of around 6ppm

(pence per minute). Revenue-share models are based on both call volumes and the time of

day when the call was made.

There is no evidence to suggest widespread consumer harm in this market currently, and

the main consumer concern is excessive call-waiting times. However, we acknowledge that

ICSTIS and Ofcom do receive complaints about services using this number range and some

of these complaints do appear to relate to ‘scams’ and abuses that are to the financial

detriment of consumers.
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3.2 A number of changes in the non-geographic number market will have a
bearing on the demand for 0871 numbers

Ofcom has proposed a number of changes to non-geographic number ranges. The main

changes are as follows:

 the removal of revenue-sharing agreements from 0870 numbers

 the inclusion of 0871 under ICSTIS regulation

 introduction of 03 numbers as an alternative to chargeable 08 numbers such as 0870

 introduction of 098x as a sub-range specifically reserved for sexual entertainment

services.

These changes are summarised in Exhibit 3.1 below.

Internet for schools082x

Freephone080x

Freephone

Internet for schools082x

Freephone080x

Freephone

Revenue sharing
7.95ppm

0870

Revenue sharing
capped at 10ppm

0871

Revenue sharing
3.95ppm

0845

Revenue sharing
capped at 5ppm

0844

Revenue sharing

Revenue sharing
7.95ppm

0870

Revenue sharing
capped at 10ppm

0871

Revenue sharing
3.95ppm

0845

Revenue sharing
capped at 5ppm

0844

Revenue sharing

PRS, 10-150ppm
0905/0908/0909
and 098 for sexual
entertainment
services (SES)

09xx

Premium rate services

PRS, 10-150ppm
0905/0908/0909
and 098 for sexual
entertainment
services (SES)

09xx

Premium rate services

Internet for schools082x

Freephone080x

Freephone

Internet for schools082x

Freephone080x

Freephone

Revenue sharing capped
at 5ppm

084x

Revenue sharing

Revenue sharing capped
at 5ppm

084x

Revenue sharing

Geographic call rate0870

Geographic call rate03xx

Geographic rate

Geographic call rate0870

Geographic call rate03xx

Geographic rate

SES capped at 150ppm098x

PRS capped at 150ppm090x-97x

Capped at 10ppm0871-0879

Higher & premium rate
service

SES capped at 150ppm098x

PRS capped at 150ppm090x-97x

Capped at 10ppm0871-0879

Higher & premium rate
service

Possible increased distinction of tariff and
numbers by service. Inclusion of 0871-0879

Movement of 0870 to non revenue share,
0871 will move under ICSTIS and creation
of 03xx for organisations needing a national

presence without extra charges to customers

No change to freephone numbers

Expansion of 084 range and maintained at
5ppm capped revenue sharing

ICSTIS regulation

ICSTIS regulation

OFCOM regulation

OFCOM regulation

Current Future

Exhibit 3.1: Proposed regulatory changes to the non-geographic number range [Source:

Analysys Research, 2007]
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3.3 The primary uses of the 0871 number range are for support services
provided by large corporations and for ticket booking services

An initial assessment of the 0871 market identified the main users of the 0871 number

ranges as large corporate customers (e.g. easyJet, Parceline, ODEON cinemas Direct Line,

EDC Direct). These companies use the number range to provide support services and

booking and reservation services.

However, in the course of the research a wider spectrum of users and uses was identified

and this is summarised in Exhibit 3.2 below.

0871

buyers

0871

uses

Insurance

Regional authorities

Trade Unions

Political groups

Information providers

SMEs

Charities

Call centres

Legal

Illegal

Insurance claims

Recorded information

Ticket booking

Enquiry and ordering

Marketing support

Technical support

FAX reception

Live adult services

Call waiting scams

Key areas Other areas of use

International access services

Large corporates

Exhibit 3.2: Buyers of the 0871 number range and uses for this [Source: Analysys Research,

2007]

3.4 0871 call charges vary between operators

The cost of an 0871 call from a BT network does not exceed the regulated amount of

10ppm, whereas the cost of an 0871 call from an altnet or a mobile operator is usually at

the discretion of the operator. Vodafone, for example, charges 35ppm for an 0871 call,
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Virgin Mobile charges 15ppm and Virgin Media charges 6–10ppm plus a call-connection

charge of up to 10p (these charges are based on published information).

3.5 The 0871 value chain consists of up to eight players

Up to eight different groups are involved in the 0871 value chain:

 0871 callers: the individual making an 0871 call

 originating network operators (ONO): the networks from which the user makes the

call

 transit networks: any network over which the call is carried in order to reach its final

destination. This is usually BT’s network, but other large fixed operators also perform

this role. The transit network collects and passes on the outpayment that is shared

between the remaining groups listed below

 terminating network operators: the network upon which the call ends – in other

words, the network of the individual answering the originated call

 call-management service providers: providers of services such as interactive voice

response (IVR), call distribution, voice mail and e-billing. Some of these are provided

free (or accounted for as part of revenue share agreements), while others are charged

for separately

 Number translation service (NTS) providers: often the same company that provides

call-management services, the NTS provider will supply the business receiving 0871

calls with a non-geographic number, often for a share of revenue that is generated from

the calls

 information providers: companies that provide the content and information that is

offered via 0871 numbers. This includes recorded information, such as sports scores or

train timetables, and the information and instructions provided through IVR systems.

(Call-management service and NTS providers often perform this function and the role

has not been identified individually in Exhibit 3.3 below for this reason.)

 0871 business receiving 0871 calls: the individual or organisation that has bought the

0871 number. These buyers often share revenues generated by the 0871 calls with the

call-management service and NTS providers.

The value chain is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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3.5.1 The structure of the value chain varies depending on which business model is used

Exhibit 3.3 below illustrates variations in the 0871 value chain as a result of different

business models.

 Model 1: the terminating network operator (TNO), also the NTS provider, receives the

‘outpayment’ (ppm rate of the originating network operator (ONO) for the 0871 call,

less the ONO’s charge and transit charge). Revenue may subsequently be shared with

the business receiving 0871 calls.

 Model 2: the TNO also provides call management and NTS, and receives the

outpayment (ONO’s ppm rate less the ONO’s charge and any transit charge). Revenue

may be shared with the business receiving 0871 calls.

 Model 3: the TNO receives the outpayment (ONO’s ppm rate less the ONO’s charge

and any applicable transit charge). Revenues are shared with call management and

NTS providers (which in this case, is the same company), and these companies may

also share revenue with the business receiving 0871 calls.

Number

Terminating

Network
operator

Originating

Business
receiving
0871 calls

Call Number

translation
service

provider

0871
caller

Transit
Network

Originating
network
operator

Model 1
0871
caller

Transit
Network

network
operator

management
service
provider

translation
service

provider

Terminating
Network

operator

Business
receiving
0871 calls

Number
Terminating BusinessCall

Model 2
CONFIDENTIAL

translation
Service
provider

Network
operator

receiving
0871 calls

management
service
provider

ONO
receives
4ppm–
20ppm*

Transit network
operator

receives 0.3ppm
– 1ppm*

TNO and service providers receive 6ppm –
8ppm*

Receives 0ppm –
6ppm*

* all ppm rates are inclusive of VAT

0871
caller

Transit
Network

Originating
network
operator

Revenues received from
call charges by each
player dependent on
ONO type (BT, fixed

altnet or MNO)

Exhibit 3.3: 0871 value chain [Source: Analysys Research, 2007]

Model 3
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In each of the three models shown, the 0871 user making the call pays up to 10ppm from a

BT line and up to 35ppm from a mobile network (based on published rates). The

originating network operator will then retain between 4ppm and 25ppm. The transit

network usually belongs to BT, but other large fixed networks can also perform this role.

The cost is usually between 0.3ppm and 1ppm (based on BT published rates). The

remainder (usually 6–8ppm) is shared between the terminating network operator, number-

translation service provider, call-management service provider and the business receiving

0871 calls, or the combination of companies that perform these roles.

3.5.2 Four distinct revenue-share models exist

After relevant fees have been subtracted from call charges, the remainder, or outpayment,

is usually around 6ppm. These revenues are often shared with the business receiving 0871

calls according to one of the following revenue share models.

 Flat-rate sharing: in this model the ppm share of revenue is fixed and independent of

both call volumes and the time of calls (i.e. daytime, evening or weekend). This model

is most likely to be used by buyers with low call volumes.

 Time-dependent revenue sharing: in this model the ppm revenue share is

independent of call volumes but changes depending on the time of the call (i.e.

daytime, evening or weekend). This model is used by, for example, providers of sports

information that are able to capitalise on higher weekend and evening revenue shares.

 Call-dependent revenue sharing: in this model the ppm revenue share increases with

call volumes. Revenue shares only come in after a threshold of monthly minutes has

been reached. The buyer of the 0871 number could receive as much as 5.5ppm when

call volumes exceed 1 million minutes per month. This model is typically used by large

corporate call centres hoping to capitalise on high call volumes.

 Call volume and time-dependent revenue sharing: this is a combination of the

previous two models, and is most likely to be of benefit to large call centres receiving a

high proportion of off-peak traffic.
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3.5.3 In general, basic call-management services are offered free and additional services

are available for monthly rental

Other costs incurred in the provision and use of 0871 numbers include the following.

 Connection charges: connection is free for ‘standard’ numbers but some of the more

memorable ranges (‘platinum’ or ‘diamond’ numbers) can incur a one-off connection

fee of more than GBP1000.

 Line rental: monthly line rental costs vary from GBP25 per month to GBP500 per

month for memorable numbers.

 Call-management services: the majority of NTS providers offer some basic free call-

management services, while more sophisticated services (such as e-billing and mobile

routing) are charged on a monthly rental basis. The range of services available is

summarised in Exhibit 3.4 below.

Inclusive call management services Chargeable call management services

Call routing: controls where and when you
receive your calls based on the time of day. A
popular use of this service may be to divert calls
to one number during the week and another
number (perhaps a voicemail service) out of
hours

Interactive Voice Response (IVR): customised
audio prompts that direct calls to the appropriate
department/recipient, (e.g. “For sales, dial 1; for
new accounts, dial 2…”)

Call distribution: this feature allows the user to
deliver calls across multiple offices or locations
on a percentage basis, e.g. a company could
route 75% of calls to its London office and 25%
of calls to its Cambridge office

Mobile routing: allows the user to terminate
calls on a mobile network

International routing: allows the user to
terminate calls internationally

Call recording: typical costs of 0.5ppm plus
data storage charge of 1.0ppm

Voice mail services: this feature automatically
sends an email alert when a voice mail is left on
the answering system

E-billing: emailed PDF invoices and online
account checks

Exhibit 3.4: Typical inclusive and chargeable call management services [Source: Analysys

Research, 2007]
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3.5.4 In terms of consumer protection issues, there are few genuine misuses in the 0871

market

Two types of misuse of 0871 numbers have been identified, which have implications for

the prevention of consumer harm: genuine misuse and consumer-perceived misuse. These

two concepts are outlined below, together with examples of each.

Genuine misuse of 0871 numbers

A genuine misuse is one that contravenes existing Ofcom regulation, ASA regulation or

any other legislation governing the use of 0871 services. Examples include:

 Call-waiting scams: Call waiting: ‘scammers’ leave 0871 numbers for spurious

‘customer services’ on answer phones to induce calling. These numbers only ever

connect, after long delays, to recorded messages asking the caller to try again later.

 Call rate description: the continued use of the term ‘national rate’ when referring to

0871 numbers is perceived as inaccurate because 0871 call rates vary between 7ppm

and 10ppm, while national-rate phone calls to 01 and 02 numbers cost between 0ppm

and 3ppm.

Customer-perceived misuses

 Call waiting: some consumers perceive that corporate call centres have unacceptably

long call queues, which they believe are purposely created by understaffed call centres

in an attempt to maximise call revenues and minimise staff costs.

3.6 Other European markets treat non-geographic numbers in different
ways

There are similar revenue-sharing services in the EU, whereby specific number ranges are

reserved for revenue sharing. The key practice is the use of specific numbers to represent
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tariffs and services in an attempt to aid consumer understanding and awareness. These are

summarised in Exhibit 3.5 below.

Country and

regulator

Approach to shared number

service

Shared revenue numbers Cost of service

(per minute)

Spain

(Ministry of
Industry
Tourism and
Commerce)

Specific number ranges for
types of information or service

803 for entertainment services

806 for professionals

807 for data systems

901 shared payment

905 televoting

EUR0.03–0.10

France
(ARCEP)

Sliding scale for call charges 081x and 082x are more
moderately priced 08xx numbers
on a scale where 080 is free of
charge and 089 are PRS

EUR0.03–0.15

Netherlands
(OPTA)

Specific number ranges for
types of information or service

0900 (general information), 0906
(erotic entertainment) and 0909
(games and lotteries)

EUR0.03–0.10

Germany
(BNetzA)

Specific number ranges have
costs associated with them

0180x: shared cost service,
whereby the ‘x’ is an identifier

1 Time-dependant tariff 1

2 Fixed tariff 1

3 Time-dependant tariff 2

4 Fixed tariff 2

5 Time-dependant tariff 3

EUR0.05–0.15

Exhibit 3.5: European practices for non-geographic numbering [Source: Analysys Research,

2007]
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4 Impact of regulation on industry stakeholders

In this chapter the impact of regulation on the players in the 0871 market is assessed.

Section 4.1 considers the interrelationship between changes in 0871 regulation and 0870

regulation and summarises our assessment, based on stakeholder interviews and surveys of

consumers and business users of 0871 services, of the likely impact of regulation. Sections

4.2–4.6 examine in more detail the impacts of specific regulation options on players in the

market and give details of the business user and consumer research that has been

undertaken.

4.1 Changes to 0870 regulation will result in migration of users to other
number ranges, but the extent of these migrations is hard to predict

The impact of changes in regulation of 0871 numbers cannot be understood without

understanding the effect of simultaneous changes in the 0870 number range; stakeholder

interviewees were clear that migration from 0870 numbers to other number ranges,

including 0871, was likely. For instance, service providers would begin charging users to

receive 0870 calls, rather than either providing call-handling services at no charge, or

sharing revenue with them. This would prompt businesses to re-evaluate their use of 0870

numbers.

One large stakeholder in the 0871 market has been told by some of the smaller retail chains

among its customers that they are likely to move to 084x numbers and to compensate for

the reduction in revenue by moving their contact centres off shore (with a probable

concomitant loss of at least some contact centre jobs in the UK).
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However, many interviewees mentioned that the extent and nature of that migration was

dependent on the final form of the regulation for 0871, creating something of a ‘chicken

and egg’ situation. Stakeholders said that, in general, if regulation was heavy, migration to

084x was likely; if regulation was light, migration to 0871 was more likely. Delays in the

publication of proposed 0871 regulations may force the hand of some users of 0870

numbers who have to make decisions about use of numbers many months ahead of the

timetable for regulation change (for instance, because they publicise their numbers widely

in publications that have long publishing lead times). There is evidence from some

interviews that some large corporations are leaving 0870 numbers for 084x or even 0800

numbers. Stakeholders generally expected little migration now from 0870 to 0871 due to

uncertainty about the regulation of 0871 numbers. However, such migration is possible

after the 0871 regulations proposals are published.

Exhibit 4.1 below summarises options for number migration. What actually happens will

depend on the final form of 0871 regulation and this is explored in more detail in

subsequent sections.
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Number

migration

Reason for migration Benefits Drawbacks

0870 to
0871

Need to maintain a
high revenue share

Retain control over
customer charging

Significant cost of change to
marketing materials
0871 may be perceived as a
premium rate number and associated
with sexual services
No international calls

0871 to
0871 (i.e.
no
migration)

Maintain revenue
share (or free / low-
cost call handling
services)

No reduction in revenue
share
No change to marketing
materials

Potentially stricter regulation
0871 may be perceived as a
premium rate number and associated
with sexual services

0871 to
084x

Need to maintain
revenue share but
avoid potential PRS
stigma

A trusted customer
service number
Cheaper calls rates for
the customers

Significant cost of change to
marketing materials
Revenue share on 084x likely to be
reviewed again in two years possibly
leading to further number changes

0871 to
0870/
03x/080x

Need to avoid any
potential PRS stigma
and therefore accept
removal of revenue
sharing

Cheaper call rates for
customers, either
geographic call costs or
free if 080x. Could act as
a service differentiator

No revenue share
Significant cost of change to
marketing materials

Exhibit 4.1: Potential migration of non-geographic number users [Source: Analysys Research,

2007]

Despite the uncertainty mentioned above, it is possible to draw some conclusions, on the

basis of interviews with stakeholders and consumer and business surveys, about the impact

on the different market players of extending specific provisions of the current ICSTIS Code

to 0871 numbers. Our research examined the following elements of the code:

 30-day rule (delayed outpayments)

 due diligence (of service providers, or of users/information providers)

 price advertising

 introduction of new 0871 branding

 sanctions

 call waiting times (as currently applied to live 09xx services, or other forms of

requirement)

 prior permission (for issuing of numbers for specific uses)

 funding (impact of using current model, and potential alternatives).
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Following an interim meeting with ICSTIS, it was decided not to examine the impact of the

emergency procedures as this was considered to be unlikely to cause any substantial issues

for any parties in the industry. Other aspects of the code were considered to be either non-

controversial and likely to be accepted by the industry, or clearly not applicable to the 0871

market (for instance, because of other regulatory requirements such as sexual entertainment

services to be provided on 09xx numbers).

Exhibits 4.2 and 4.3 below summarise the findings; the subsequent sections provide more

detail and supporting evidence from the research.

Type of player Likely impact of

increased 0871

regulation

Details

Network
operators

Low negative impact Operators are used to the ICSTIS Code; impact is likely to
be minimal compared with that of loss of revenue share
from 0870 numbers

Service
providers
(SPs)

Medium negative
impact

Those already offering 09xx services are familiar with the
ICSTIS Code and will work within new regulation as
necessary, but those generally retaining revenue and
providing users with free services may leave the 0870
market and will suffer reduced margins on 0871 unless they
can recover regulatory related costs from their users

Users

Large users
with revenue
share1

Low negative impact May migrate to 0871 from 0870 and work within new
regulation to retain revenue share, or from 0870 and 0871 to
084x or 0800; evidence from interviews was contradictory
as to whether and how current 0871 users would move

Smaller users2 Medium negative
impact

Cost of changing numbers will mean many 0870 users will
remain on their numbers and lose the revenue share. Some
will migrate from 0870 and bear a cost to change; some
0871 users will migrate (some may find their numbers are
not supported) and lose revenue share but for those that
remain, there may be non-compliance with any requirement
to advertise call rates

Consumers Low positive impact Regulation is likely to mean more effective protection from
‘parcel waiting’ scams; most of the public supports
regulatory options for retail call charge information and
advertising

1 Typically ticketing and insurance call centres; 2 Typically small businesses, charities, sole traders, etc.

Exhibit 4.2: General impact on various players of increasing regulation of 0871 numbers

[Source: Analysys Research, 2007]
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Regulatory element Likely impact on 0871

market

Details

30-day rule Neutral Many 0871 users receive no payments; those that
do generally receive payment in arrears anyway

Due diligence Medium negative
impact

Seen by many as expensive and unnecessary – if
imposed it is likely to lead to increased
administration effort and delays for operators and
Service Providers (SPs)

Price advertising and
announcements

Medium positive
impact

Likely to mitigate major area of perceived and
actual harm to consumers (related to call waiting);
some concerns from SPs about implementation
as ONOs are the only party that can provide real
charge information

Introduction of 0871
branding funded by
ICSTIS

Medium negative
impact

Recovering the cost of such branding through a
high levy would be likely to cause SPs to
withdraw from the market

Sanctions Low negative impact If regulation is otherwise light touch, existing
sanctions should not cause major change to use
of 0871; if regulation is more heavy, some SPs
may withdraw from the market because of risk of
fines

Call waiting time
regulation

Medium negative
impact

Considered inappropriate for 0871 by most SPs,
who believe that consumer harm is low; likely to
cause large users to leave the market

Prior permission High negative impact Considered unworkable by SPs because of
increased ICSTIS workload, and irrelevant
because of low level of consumer harm from 0871
users; would damage the ability of SPs to offer
0871 numbers

Funding by levy
applied as in the
current Code

Neutral (if levy similar
% to current levy)

Would be accepted by SPs; most agree the
system is fair. If % is higher than current levy, this
would be considered detrimental to the 0871
market

Exhibit 4.3: Likely impact on 0871 market of selected regulation options [Source: Analysys

Research, 2007]

4.2 There is a risk of negative, as well as positive, impact on consumers of
0871 regulation

The aim of 0871 regulation is to minimise consumer harm that might result from misuses

of 0871 numbers. Stakeholder interviews suggested to us that actual harm was currently
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very small – limited to a small number of rogue diallers and call waiting scams.

Stakeholders considered that there would be beneficial effects in reducing the harm from

diallers if regulation included the 30-day rule and ICSTIS’s emergency procedures. Indeed,

some stakeholders considered the introduction of the delayed payments rule had been an

excellent move by ICSTIS. One service provider said that ICSTIS had made a good

decision in imposing the 30-day delay, “It’s one of the best things they’ve done.” This

measure had stopped a lot of scams and other abuse.

These views were wholeheartedly endorsed by another, major service provider, who added:

“With a universal delayed payment scheme on 0871 there will be no need for due diligence

because not only will it be hard to get away with scams, the amounts of money that are

involved will not be worth the effort.”

However, another stakeholder, while approving the introduction of the rule for PRS (09x)

services, was less sanguine about its application to the 0871 market: “...One of the big

things that had the largest effect in the Premium Rate market with the problems we had

with scams was the holding of payment for 30 days. We don’t know whether that is

necessary in the 08 market. You are talking about a lot less money.”

On the issue of call waiting, the view of stakeholders was generally that consumers would

best be protected from harm by a combination of clear pricing information on the retail cost

of the call (regulation), market forces and existing trading standards legislation. There was

acceptance by some stakeholders that some call centres were not efficient at handling calls

to 0871 numbers – and that this inefficiency was used to change customer behaviour, for

example, by encouraging consumers to use online, rather than telephone, services.

However, because of the lower call charges (at least from BT lines) this was not considered

to be excessive customer harm requiring the imposition of the call waiting requirements in

the current ICSTIS Code. The issue of pricing of 0871 calls from non-BT (especially

mobile) operators was raised here as an issue of consumer harm that was closely linked to

the call waiting issue. This is discussed further in Chapter 5 (Sections 5.3 and 5.4).

It was a universal view of stakeholders that the vast bulk of 0871 services provided useful

and legitimate services to consumers; there was some concern that Ofcom and ICSTIS,

collectively, had not defended the principle of revenue sharing services adequately in the

face of unfounded media criticism – for instance, by alerting consumers to the benefits of
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businesses and charities being able to offset administration costs through service providers’

provision of free call handling services, or relatively low values of revenue share.

There is a risk that if regulation results in service providers making charges to users for

services such as call routing (which are often provided free), then this will prompt either a

migration from 0871 numbers by some users (with an impact on consumers as well as

users) or increased prices for the services provided by the user.

4.2.1 The consumer survey suggests likely widespread use of 08x numbers, with some

degree of annoyance related to waiting and charges

Our consumer survey indicates that 59% of the population has made a call in the last six

months to banks, utilities, etc. that are most likely to be using 0870, 0871 and other non-

geographic numbers. The number of such calls made is shown in Exhibit 4.4 below.

Type of service Average

number of calls

Transport information or reservation offices (bus, rail,
coach or airline)

4.5

Sales or service offices for electricity, gas or water
companies

4.2

Sales or service offices for fixed or mobile telephone
companies

5.1

Help lines for computer or Internet problems 4.8

Cinema, theatre, concert or gig bookings 4.3

Charity help lines 3.9

Central or local government offices or agencies 6.6

Telephone banking 9.5

Other calls to banks, credit card companies or
financial services firms

5.7

Exhibit 4.4: Average

number of calls

made in last six

months by those

making any calls to

specific types of

service [Source:

Analysys Research,

2007]

Individuals that have made calls for these services in the last six months are likely to have

experienced some annoyance related to being kept waiting, and around half believe they

have been deliberately kept on hold to raise money for the organisation called, or believe

they have been overcharged. Exhibits 4.5 and 4.6 below show the details.
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Being kept on hold for more than one minute

Being kept on hold for more than 5 minutes

Being kept on hold and listening to sales
messages

Suspecting you have been kept on hold to earn
money for the organisation you are calling

Finding charges on your bill and believing the
organisation you called charged you too much

Exhibit 4.5: Percentage of callers to likely non-geographic numbers experienced some form of

annoyance in the last six months [Source: Analysys Research, 2007]

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Being kept on hold for more than one minute

Being kept on hold for more than 5 minutes

Being kept on hold and listening to sales
messages

Suspecting you have been kept on hold to earn
money for the organisation you are calling

Finding charges on your bill and believing the
organisation you called charged you too much

Exhibit 4.6: Average number of times callers to likely non-geographic numbers have

experienced specific annoyance in the last six months [Source: Analysys

Research, 2007]
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Knowledge of 08x number tariffs is extremely poor – and for 0871, the level of

understanding is the lowest of all the non-geographic numbers we asked about. About 65%

said they did not know the charge for calling an 0871 number, and only 6% said they

believed it was ‘up to 10p per minute’.

We tested three specific consumer protection measures relating to call charge

announcement and advertising on 08xx numbers. Exhibit 4.7 shows the level of

endorsement of the options tested.

For 08xx calls, do you think it should be compulsory to… Those agreeing (%)

…show call charges everywhere the number is listed 42

…start the call with an uncharged recorded announcement of the
cost per minute

39

…start the call with an uncharged recorded announcement of the
cost per minute if the charge is more than 5p per minute

25

Exhibit 4.7: Endorsement of specific consumer protection measures for 08xx numbers

[Source: Analysys Research, 2007]

It should also be noted that the consumer survey undertaken by Ofcom for the NTS review

found that “Whilst most consumers supported pre-announcement of call charges, almost

half thought they would find them annoying.” [Number Translation Services: A way

forward. Ofcom consultation document, 28 September 2005, Section 1.30]

4.3 There is considerable uncertainty about the impact of the regulation
among business users of 0870 and 0871 numbers

Our survey of businesses using 0870 and 0871 numbers suggests that there is still

considerable uncertainty about how users will behave when the new regulations come into

force.

Of the 64 companies interviewed, 74% were unaware of any proposed regulatory changes

for the 0870 and 0871 number ranges. Awareness of 0870 change is higher in larger firms:

7 of the 13 people who claimed to know something were in companies with more than 100
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employees (only a quarter of the total sample). The numbers of those aware of 0871 change

(six people) were, however, distributed across companies of a range of sizes.

Among those with some awareness (17 people), the most common expectation, mentioned

in seven cases, was of cessation of revenue share for 0870. There were also references to

higher prices and the introduction of new number ranges but nobody referred to a new

regulatory regime.

Respondents were read a brief statement about the scope of the proposed regulatory

changes, as follows:

The regulatory changes have been proposed and are currently the subject of public

review. Final decisions will be announced later this year. The main proposals are as

follows:

Calls from fixed and mobile lines to 0870 lines will be charged at the same rate or

less than national-rate calls to non-geographic numbers (beginning 01 or 02).

Organisations wishing to charge for answering calls will be able to use the 0871

range, which will permit revenue sharing with the service provider. 0870 will not be

available for this purpose. End-user tariffs can be set at rates up to GBP0.10 per

minute (inc. VAT). The 0871 number range will be regulated by ICSTIS, the

regulator for premium rate services but adult content will not be permitted on

anything but 098 numbers.

They were then asked how positive or negative they felt about them. The most common

reaction was ‘Neither positive nor negative’.
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3

9

6

22

9

6

4

2

1

2

5

0870 users
(n=42)

0871 users
(n=28)

Number of interviewees

Don't know

Very negative
Quite negative
Neither positive nor negative
Quite positive
Very positive

Exhibit 4.8: Business users’ reactions to statements about regulatory change in general

[Source: Analysys Research, 2007]

The reasons for being positive about these changes included fairness to the customer,

provision of assurance to end customers that they are not being overcharged and references

to a ‘neutral balance between 0870 revenue and line costs’. Respondents who were

negative about 0870 and 0871 regulatory change were concerned mainly about revenue

loss and the nuisance and costs of number changes.

The most common reactions from 0870 users to a question about likely action in response

to the regulatory changes were ‘Stay on 0870 and lose revenue’ or ‘Don’t know’. Only a

minority would move to either the 084 or 0871 ranges, as shown in Exhibits 4.9 and 4.10

below.
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Options 0870 users (n=42)

Stay on 0870 and give up revenue share 16

Move to 084x with lower revenue share (total tariff
capped at 5ppm per call)

2

Move to 0871 with increased regulation but tariff
up to 10 ppm per call

6

Other 4

Don’t know 15

Exhibit 4.9: Likely

behaviour of

business users of

0870 numbers

[Source: Analysys

Research, 2007]

The picture is slightly different for 0871 users. The most frequent response was ‘Don’t

know’, followed by ‘Stay on 0871’ or ‘Move to 0870 and give up the revenue’.

Options 0871 users (n=28)

Stay on 0871 8

Move to 084x with lower revenue share (total tariff
capped at 5ppm per call)

2

Move to 0870 and give up revenue 6

Phasing out non-geographic numbers anyway
because of cost

1

Don’t know 12

Exhibit 4.10: Likely

behaviour of

business users of

0871 numbers

[Source: Analysys

Research, 2007]

There is likely to be considerable expense in changing a number, or in adding call pricing

information where the number is used; business users publicise their numbers widely, as

shown by the number of places in which 0870 and 0871 numbers are displayed, as

presented in Exhibit 4.11 below.
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0 10 20 30 40 50

Web sites

Emails to customers and information
users

Brochures and sales literature

Letterhead/ correspondence

Vehicles

Packaging

Directories

Business cards

Other

Number of interviewees

0871 users (n=28)
0870 users (n=42)

Exhibit 4.11: Places where 0870 and 0871 numbers are displayed [Source: Analysys

Research, 2007]

Three possible consumer protection measures relating to call charge advice were presented

to respondents and the responses to these are shown in Exhibit 4.12 below. Between 29%

and 43% would protest strongly about each of these measures. It is interesting that users

were less keen about the call charge announcement than about the requirement to advertise

call charges where the number was publicised; some stakeholders interviewed suggested

that 0871 was a ‘mass market’ service (rather than a niche service such as 09x numbers)

and, as a result, there may be mass non-compliance with some regulation by users, such as

requiring advertising of call rates on promotional material.
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0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Show call charges everywhere the number is
listed

Start the call with an uncharged recorded
announcement of the cost per minute

Start the call with an uncharged recorded
announcement of the cost per minute if the

charge is more than 5ppm

% of total sample (65)

A major impact that we would protest strongly about
A major impact but one that we would live with
Some impact but not of serious concern

Little or no impact
Don't know

Exhibit 4.12: Reactions of business users to specific proposed regulatory measures [Source:

Analysys Research, 2007]

4.3.1 Some big users of 0871 numbers may not be troubled by the regulations, but some

migration is expected by many

Some stakeholders believed that heavy users of non-geographic numbers would not be

influenced to move away from the 0871 number range, but would work within the new

regulation. For instance, a provider of dating services that uses 0871 as a gateway to 09x-

based services expected that the regulation changes would not affect its business. It did not

consider 0871 as a major revenue generator, and changing from 0871 would cost a great

deal as the company advertises in 200 printed publications.

However, this view was far from being universally held, and several service providers

mentioned that large users would begin – or had already started – migrating from 0870 and

0871 to 084x or even 080x numbers because of the uncertainty surrounding the nature of

0871 regulation, and the long lead times for publishing details of numbers.
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According to comments during some interviews, some major (for example, FTSE 100)

companies were concerned that negative consumer associations with PRS could damage

customer relations. Some companies currently using 0871 might migrate to another range

because of this, possibly to 0800.

In contrast, a senior consultant to charities and help lines said, “The feedback we get from

consumers is that they are not sensitive to whether they are ringing a charity or a company

– eight pence a minute is eight pence a minute.”

“The big move will be from 0870 to 0871, depending on how regulations are placed

– currently the movement is from 0870 to 0844 where it is happening… There could

be a big move to 0800, especially in sectors where using 0800 is rare, given that

number migration is costly anyway. If having an 0800 number is a USP then you

could see a lot of people move in this direction.” [NTS provider]

4.3.2 Migration from 0870 to 0871 is likely to be limited by availability of numbers

Several stakeholders pointed out that the availability of 0871 numbers was too limited to

accommodate more than a fraction of those on 0870. Presumably this is because the 0871

range is divided into many different bands and also because several 0871 number blocks

are reserved for fixed price calls (although these seem to be little used).

If ICSTIS wishes to encourage migration into 0871 from 0870 it would appear essential

that the structure of 0871 would have to be carefully studied and revised, reallocating

number blocks from little-used bands into (probably) the higher- or top-rate charge bands.

“There are currently 10 million 0870 numbers and 600 000 UK businesses using

those numbers – there is an insufficient number of 0871 numbers to cope with any

[large migration from 0870]. There are many businesses (even if a low percentage of

total users) that receive calls from overseas; 0844 and 0871 are non-starters for these

businesses. Eighty percent of the 0870 users receiving only domestic calls will move

to 0844 and some will move to freephone.” [NTS provider]
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4.3.3 Small users could be affected if their service provider suffers

Service providers were concerned that, because non-geographic numbers are often

distributed through a chain of resellers, some users may find themselves without a working

number if their provider stopped supporting 0870 numbers.

“For many buyers of 0870 numbers the first they will know about the regulatory

changes will be when their numbers suddenly stop working. The market is full of

resellers who make a quick buck off the 0870 market … when the revenue share

disappears they will no longer be able to support the numbers.” [NTS provider]

It is also likely that 0871 users may suffer from increased costs passed on from service

providers for compliance with regulation, including the payment of the levy and call charge

announcements.

Our survey indicated that some small 0871 users may consider moving to new numbers,

but our stakeholder interviews did not suggest this was likely.

4.4 NTS providers may suffer from regulation, or charge their customers
more; some resellers may stop supporting 0871

Generally, the service providers interviewed understood the implications of possible

regulations, although those that did not currently offer 09xx PRS gave less convincing

answers to our questions about the impact of regulation.

Many stakeholders interviewed during our research were involved in a wide range of non-

geographic numbers, including 09xx and 08xx, and would work within whatever regulation

emerged – their major concern was the impact of delay.

“This [migration across number ranges] will be very dependent on the eventual

regulation, and we don’t have any real idea yet what that will be. The longer the

delay, the worse it will be – the big customers will have moved to 03 and so on. The
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regulators don’t seem to understand that the delay is a critical issue. The whole

revenue share market will decline in value.” [Major service provider]

Among those offering only 08x numbers, there were divergent views of the likely impact

of the regulation changes. Not all seemed to be aware of the impact that some of the

ICSTIS Code’s elements would have. For instance, one such provider suggested it would

be happy with the prior permission requirement being in place – yet SPs already offering

PRS services were overwhelmingly convinced that this was inappropriate for 0871.

Service providers (and resellers) focusing on serving the large-user market for 0871

numbers (insurance companies and ticket booking lines) believed that a large move away

from the 0871 number range among their customer base was unlikely, as large users

already using 0871 numbers tended to use these lines in part to encourage consumers

towards a Web-contact model. It was more likely that there would be a major move away

from 0870.

Service providers that target the mass market of small users generally using 087x numbers

for national presence and free, or low-cost, call routing services, may, in the worst case,

leave the 0870 market. Some resellers may simply leave users unsupported if they

abandoned increasingly low-margin number ranges. Service providers themselves would

be more likely to attempt to recover regulatory related costs and reduced margins on 0871

by reducing revenue share agreements or increasing charges for providing additional

services, such as IVR, to their users.

In general, service providers accepted that the impact of the 30-day rule would be low, as

they currently pay revenue share to their customers in arrears according to standard

business practice. In the case of SPs focusing on sectors in which no revenue is shared with

users, the financial impact of delayed outpayments to such service providers may be

higher.

Most service providers accepted that regulation of price advertising was likely under the

new regime, and seemed prepared to provide pricing information. However, opinions on

recorded call warnings were somewhat divided. Some stakeholders emphasised the

technical and operational difficulties of implementing this measure, although there was a
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feeling among some that ONOs ought to take responsibility for it, given that they set the

retail price of calls. These issues are discussed in detail in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

Service providers generally believed that the sanctions available to ICSTIS through the

Code must be applied taking into account the lower value for all players of the 0871 market

compared to other PRS number ranges. If this could be done within the Code, then

availability of the sanctions was unlikely to have a major impact on the market.

Service providers widely believed that, while it may be possible to apply some form of call

waiting regulation to the 0871 market, possibly from the current ICSTIS Code, this must

take into account the huge diversity of uses of 0871 numbers; some believed inappropriate

regulation in this area had the potential to damage the 0871 market significantly.

“Each instance has to be considered separately. There are too many factors [in 0871

number usage] that have to be taken into account.” [Content provider]

“It’s reasonable that ICSTIS should be able to take action against excessive waiting

times, but the [regulatory] model has to case-by-case.” [NTS provider]

“The regulator should only act if there are a lot of complaints – a threshold for

serious abuse judged by volume of complaints.” [Major service provider]

“The real sanctions are market forces.” [NTS provider]

“This requires a separate study and a lot of thought – ICSTIS is not capable of

dealing with this. There are so many factors and different cases and you can’t apply

a single regulation – it needs to be case-by-case.” [NTS provider]

Service providers considered that requiring prior permission for services operating on 0871

numbers was not necessary. The impact of this requirement – even for a subset of potential

services that could be offered – was considered excessive. The point was made by some

service providers that there is currently a backlog of prior permission requests for 09x

services at ICSTIS and that extending this to 0871 may increase ICSTIS’s workload and

the considerably increase the size of the levy required to support the regulation.
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“Would we have to go through ICSTIS’s procedure for 09x to get an 0871 number?

It costs £300 for an 09x number, and the system is overloaded ICSTSIS can’t cope

with the just the 09x range. There were long delays.” [NTS provider]

Finally, on the issue of branding, some service providers were looking for help from

ICSTIS to support the 0871 market.

“I would be prepared to sacrifice some of my revenue if it meant that the [0871]

number range was effectively marketed and helped drive traffic.” [NTS provider]

4.5 Most operators are unlikely to be seriously affected, as 0871 is a very
small part of their business

Originating network operators are unlikely to be affected by changes in regulation, unless

they extend – as many 0871 industry stakeholders argued strongly in favour of – to a

requirement to advertise more clearly the retail price of calls to 0871 numbers, or if there

was to be a change of funding arrangement in which a levy was taken from ONOs. There is

considerable resentment in the 0871 market about the rates charged, and the revenue

retained, by mobile operators in particular (see Section 5.3).

Terminating and transit operators may be more affected by the changes – but the impact of

0871 regulation is very small compared with that of the 0870 regulation changes and the

consequent loss of revenue share for these services. The operators we spoke to were much

more concerned about the impact of 0871 regulation on the 0870 user base than on the

0871 market itself, suggesting that 0871 revenues are currently relatively trivial. (Figures

from operators support this, as shown in Chapter 2.)

These operators would fare worst if 0870 users migrated to numbers that did not offer a

revenue share (in other words, were not 0871, 084x or 09xx). However, they were also

concerned about the medium-term future structure of the non-geographic number market.

“The way things are looking at the moment, there is not a huge number that are

going to go for 0871. Some are [moving to] 0800. There seems to be quite a bit of
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interest in 0844/0845 but we are trying to steer clear of 0845… we don’t know the

future of 0845 yet, so we don’t want to have to move them and then move them

again. I think the only evidence I have seen – and again this is the generality of

customers – most of them now seem to be looking at 0844. Now, [we can’t say]

whether that is their absolutely required preference or whether it is driven by the fact

that there is still the uncertainty as to what the Code of Practice will look like for

0871” [Major service provider]

4.6 ICSTIS is likely to be faced with demands which must be assessed
carefully in the light of revenues generated by its levy

Some stakeholders expressed concern that particular aspects of potential regulation would

significant increase ICSTIS’s workload. This would need to be funded through a levy that,

given the lower value of outpayments in the 0871 market compared with other premium

rate services, would be excessive compared with that imposed on 09x numbers.

In particular, the requirement for prior permission was a cause for concern – some service

providers suggested that there was currently a backlog of PRS prior permission

administration, and pointed out that there was a very large number of users of 0871

services – the vast majority of which were not at all likely to be a cause of consumer harm.

“Prior permission would have a big impact on the 0871 market, an onerous task.”

[NTS and content provider]
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5 Broader issues in the 0871 market

In this section, we consider some of the broader concerns in the market which were not

necessarily covered when discussing specific regulatory options. Although many of the

comments come from the industry stakeholders that were interviewed for this report, they

have often relayed opinions voiced by their own customers, who in turn have a direct

relationship with consumers. For this reason, they should be considered as indicative of

market sentiment in relation to the introduction of regulation.

5.1 There are more general concerns related to timing, migration, branding
and pricing

5.1.1 Timing and migration

It rapidly became clear during the stakeholder interviews that these two issues are

inextricably linked, and best considered jointly.

The short time frame between the likely announcement of the regulations and their

imposition was generally reported by players in the value chain as being a major concern to

their business end-users. Key issues were:

 companies using 0871 are largely unable to decide to move to another range or not as

they do not know what the regime will be. Business end-users were described as being

‘up in the air’ or ‘in the dark’ about what the situation would be in a year's time. ‘The

regulations are due to come into force in January 2008 and we are in February 2007

and it is just worrying’, said one of the largest players in the market.
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 To move from the 0871 number range could incur potentially huge costs including, in

some instances, large overheads in replacing printed documents such as catalogues

(especially for, e.g., mail order firms), brochures, product literature, technical

documentation, etc.; and advertising (e.g., potentially very large overheads for

changing national print and broadcast advertising material); sign-writing on vans and

lorry fleets.

 Deadlines are another worrying issue: both bookings for advertising space, and orders

for printed material such as football season tickets need to be made now, or very soon.

End-users do not know what information about their numbers they will be required to

have printed on their documents, etc., even if they wish to remain on 0871 (or migrate

from one range to another). One respondent said that Yellow Pages entries for 2008

needed to be booked now; another said that the lead time of orders for bulk literature

was at least 3 months.

 Even if a change of number range to, say, 0844, is deemed necessary, businesses face

potential disruption to or loss of business when, for example, customers try to call

obsolete numbers. One network operator pointed out that many white goods

manufacturers had 0870 or 0871 contact numbers printed on labels on products such as

washing machines and refrigerators. It would be impossible for any manufacturer to

trace these and update the labels.

 Moving to 084x numbers is also seen as problematic; partly because the revenue will

be lower, but also due to the review of regulation of that number range that will take

place in about two years' time. This might necessitate yet another potentially costly and

disruptive move for some business end-users. This is compounded by the lack of

clarity on exactly how the other alternative, the new 03x ranges, will function.

 The factors of delay and uncertainty also affect companies currently on 0870; several

respondents referred to having customers on 0870 who wish to move to another

number range to maintain necessary revenue share (or simply to avoid the charges that

operators will apply to 0870) but are reluctant to move to 0871 until the regulation is

clear. Some are already moving to 084x numbers. Smaller companies were specifically

cited as the most likely to move by several respondents. 55% of the stakeholders said
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they expected many 0870 users would migrate to other ranges such as 084x and

possibly 03x.

 Several respondents dealing with large business end users expected some to move to

0800, especially in the case of blue-chip companies with national brands: ‘The larger

customers are taking longer to decide and they will pay more attention to customer

perceptions’. [comment from network operator]. Some major British companies regard

a potential association between their companies and PRS sexual entertainment services

in the minds of consumers as potentially damaging.

5.1.2 The uncertainty and the short timeframe may be damaging the market

Many of interviewees considered that the short time frame in which new regulation will be

implemented (i.e. by February 2008) was a serious concern to business users, and some

considered that this in itself was damaging the non-geographic number market, especially

for 0871.

‘The vast majority [of their customers] are especially concerned about the

uncertainty and delay. If ICSTIS starts the [formal] consultation even in March,

there will not be enough time to reach hard conclusions until late 2007 for

regulations that will come into effect in January or February 2008 - the whole

process is much too late’. [Major service provider]

Some voiced rather stronger criticism of the delay, e.g.:

‘The whole consultation process with OFCOM and ICSTIS is too late. It has been

very poorly managed, especially by OFCOM. There have been two years and

[ICSTIS] are only just starting to set up the consultation? OFCOM and ICSTIS are

damaging a market that was actually working very well.’ [NTS provider]
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5.2 Branding

This was an issue on which there was neither a clear consensus nor a majority view, except

perhaps on the need to separate 0871 from PRS numbers in terms of being seen to have

different (lighter) regulation as well as in branding per se.

5.2.1 Some players see rebranding as necessary in order to avoid the PRS stigma

About half [9/20] of the stakeholders interviewed saw rebranding of 0871 as beneficial or

even essential. A frequently cited concern was that of the association with PRS, especially

sexual entertainment services:

One NTS provider said ‘Branding is a key concern….There must be a separation of the

PRS brand and the 0871 brand and indeed other 08x number ranges’. The source also cited

a household name consumer services organisation as one example of a company that is

concerned about the implied association.

5.2.2 Some stakeholders consider that the entire number range should be rebranded

‘[It is] necessary to rebrand the entire number range. Every operator should abide by

published rates. Operators would be happy if all number ranges were clearly

rebranded as this would solve problems once and for all.’ [NTS provider]

‘The whole 08 and 09 number ranges could do with a rebrand as effectively they

will all be affected by the new regulation’ [Major service provider]
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5.2.3 Some players see rebranding as part of a general effort to educate the public on NTS

use

A number of respondents commented on the poor knowledge and understanding of non-

geographic numbers by the public. Rebranding was viewed by some at least in part as a

potential opportunity to better inform the consumer about non-geographic numbers in

general and revenue share in particular.

5.2.4 Some stakeholders regard rebranding as unnecessary or even potentially harmful

Some stakeholders were opposed to rebranding:

One content provider considered that rebranding would be unnecessary: publicity from the

end of revenue share on 0870 combined with the probable requirement for business end-

users to publicise the costs of calls to their owned numbers would be sufficient.

Another content provider took the view that there has been too much change, and they

would like to keep things as they are.

“This depends on whether most 0871 end users will not want to be seen as PRS

users.” In essence, if the regime for 0871 remained much as it is, there would be no

need for rebranding. The source did not see association with PRS as a particular

problem because, in his view, consumer perceptions have changed: “09X isn't seen

any more as just about adult services, but about Pop Idol, the X- Factor, Richard and

Judy and so on, and not necessarily associated with sex.” (NTS provider)

One major player saw ‘conspicuous branding’ as a potential deterrent, and that it would be

unpopular with many business end-users. Consumer awareness was generally low but in

this company’s view the main consumer concern was pricing information (i.e. the lack of

it, especially from mobile network operators).
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5.2.5 Rebranding is perceived as requiring large-scale, expensive publicity

A number of stakeholders noted that any rebranding would require a major publicity

campaign, and that this would be another expensive exercise. There was some concern

about who would pay for this, but no clear consensus. Opinions about who should fund any

rebranding exercise ranged from the regulators (OFCOM, ICSTIS, or OFCOM and ICSTIS

jointly) to a joint industry/regulator initiative.

One network operator thought that rebranding would not be a major advantage, and that it

would not work unless there was to be a massive publicity campaign. An NTS provider,

which considers that rebranding to dissociate 0871 from PRS numbers is desirable,

thought that OFCOM should fund the exercise.

Although one network provider considered that the whole of the 09x and 08x ranges could

usefully be rebranded, they commented ‘It’s hard to argue for the rebranding cost to be

covered by the industry which doesn’t think they need it’.

“Who will pay to advertise it, since ICSTIS says it will not?”…Rebranding would

be “completely pointless unless they [ICSTIS] are prepared to put up the cash to

fund the publicity and to put the effort into correcting media perceptions. It has to be

the regulator who does this.” [Major service provider].

5.3 Mobile pricing is a particular concern

Pricing warnings have traditionally been limited to noting that charges from non-BT

networks ‘may vary’, or similar phrasing. A number of stakeholders commented that

consumers needed better information on pricing, especially when the rates varied from the

standard or published rates to a given number or number range. This was a point made

generally, sometimes forcefully, with regard to the charges by mobile network operators

[MNOs].
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5.4 Altnet pricing

A short survey of (fixed) altnets indicates that fixed operators tend to charge the published

rates, although most impose a set-up (connection) charge on many tariffs. Carphone

Warehouse’s Talk Talk charges 3p to connect calls to 0870 ‘national’ or 0845 ‘local’

numbers (there seems no published reference to 0871). Sky Talk charges a 3p connection

fee to 0845 and 0870 numbers; there is no mention of 0871. All Sky Talk calls to these

numbers are charged per minute, with rounding up. The most expensive connection fee we

noted was that of Virgin Mobile, which charges 10p to connect to a 10ppm 0871 number.

Tesco Talk has no set-up cost but sets a 5p minimum charge

Pricing information is highly variable: Tesco Talk publishes on its Web site a detailed list

of non-geographic numbers with the call rates and minimum charges. This could be

printed, or downloaded into a spreadsheet. Whether the average consumer would know

how to find the information and do this is a moot point; certainly this is only an option for

those with Internet access and the requisite system.

Pipex Homecall, which charges a 3p connection fee, publishes a long list of non-

geographic number ranges, which appears to be directly derived from BT’s pricing site,

even down to the use of price band groups rather than actual numbers or number ranges,

(see Exhibit 5.1).

Band Daytime Evening Weekend

g6 5.1 5.1 5.1

g7 15.0 15.0 15.0

g8 1.0 1.0 1.0

Exhibit 5.1: Example of variation in call charges offered by a UK fixed altnet [Source:

Analysys Research, 2007]

It seems rather unlikely that many consumers would understand the band notation, let alone

know where to look for a table or other resource to correlate those bands with actual

telephone numbers. However, in fairness to the cited operators we should note that firstly,
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they have made relevant information available to their customers; and secondly, this could

never be a straightforward task because of the complexity of the structure of the 0871

number range.

On the basis of this limited survey, there is no obvious evidence for fixed alternative

operators imposing call rate surcharges; a connection fee (or 'set-up' charge) is not

uncommon, depending on the package the subscriber chooses. Generally the rates per

minute appear to be the same as for calls from BT lines. However, at least some small

operators do not appear to publish any rates to non-geographic numbers on their websites,

and a more detailed survey would be required to establish whether any alternative fixed

operators are imposing elevated rates for calls to non-geographic numbers.

5.4.1 Charging by mobile operators is seen as excessive, a cause of consumer harm and

damaging to the non-geographic number market

A number of stakeholders [11/20] commented specifically on the charging regimes of

mobile operators, often in quite strong terms.

The charges imposed by mobile network operators [MNOs] were viewed by many industry

stakeholders as excessive or exorbitant, harmful to consumers, and damaging to the NTS

industry in general. This was because of:

 the high level of surcharge (up to 25ppm or more above published rates)

 the callers may not receive a warning that the call would be charged at a different rate

(as in test calls to several 0871 numbers via Vodafone)

 it is often difficult or even impossible to find the charging information on MNO’s web

sites or tariff documents. Consumers often had no idea what the charges were until

they got their bill

One service provider commented that there was need to consider MNOs pricing surcharges

as a cause of consumer harm. ‘It’s important there is a level playing field for fixed and

mobile operators. MNOs should be required to state call charges.’
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Another felt that the regulators were failing consumers badly by not limiting the charges

that non-BT operators could impose, especially the mobile operators. Mobile operators did

not even have to tell their customers what they charged for connection to a given non-

geographic number range. In his view, this was a frequent source of aggravation to

consumers, and the service providers and often got the blame.

In the context of the possible need for rebranding non-geographic number ranges, a service

provider said ‘The main concern is the cost of calling from mobiles which should be

addressed first’. Virtually identical views were put forward by another NTS provider: ‘The

main concern is mobile charges, this is something that needs to be addressed more than

rebranding the entire non-geographic number range’.

One service provider also discussed the problem of MNOs and the fees they charge. He

said he ‘had called a number of these directly and asked for their non-geographic number

charges but without luck’.

“The mobiles charge a surcharge for calls and they can be far in excess of what [a

fixed operator] will charge fixed to fixed. So that complicates matters as [to what]

you can say it costs, a lot of times you’ll see advertising, ‘costs 10p from a BT line,

other network charges will vary.’ That’s the standard. That’s how things are usually

advertised.” (Service provider)

5.4.2 Mobile operators’ surcharges on non-geographic call charges vary but all are

substantially more than the base cost of the call

MNO charges for calls to 0871 numbers vary considerably between operators and between

packages. The rates can be very much higher than the published (“BT”) rates, and also

significantly higher than the cost to call geographic (01/02) landlines, especially on pay-as-

you-go (PAYG) plans. For example, 3 charges 15 ppm for all 0871 calls; geographic calls

cost 10ppm on monthly contracts or 15ppm on pay-as-you-go. On its pay-as-you-go

“AnyNet” package, Vodafone charges 35ppm at all times for 0871 calls, geographic calls

are 30ppm peak and 10ppm off-peak. The respective figures for Vodafone’s “Anytime”

contract package are “up to 25ppm” at all times for 0871, and 18ppm at all times for calls
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to geographic numbers. Orange charges 35ppm at all times for calls to 0871 (all packages);

geographic calls cost 12ppm on many contract packages (“e.g., Racoon”), and 30ppm peak

/ 10ppm off-peak on the “Anytime” pre-paid package.

The only exceptions to the rate surcharges are calls to fixed price 0871 numbers – these are

not charged per minute, but at a fixed price. The price, however, may be much elevated –

up to five times the standard BT charge.

Calls to 08x numbers are typically excluded from bundles or ‘included minutes’ offers.

5.5 Provision of recorded price warnings to callers

Opinions were divided on this issue, as on much else. Some viewed these as unnecessary,

others as beneficial, and a number of stakeholders thought these should be imposed, often

specifically on mobile operators.

One major service provider viewed pricing (i.e. the lack of information about what a call

would cost) as one of the major bad practices ICSTIS should address; however they then

made some significant general comments on the feasibility of providing universal call price

warnings.

 “Callers should know in advance what they will be charged for the call. MNOs are

notorious. Only the originating network can supply this information, although small

switchless resellers don't have the ability to do this.”

 “Wholesale is a problem – can it be technically feasible for a wholesaler to provide that

announcement? We can't do this as a TNO [terminating network operator].”

 A requirement to do this now would be good in theory but a disaster in practice -

“People would have to add expensive new systems which would be obsolete very soon

with the move to replace traditional voice with next generation networks.” (Service

Provider)
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A service provider echoed these views. It would be impossible for his company to operate

this [recorded, charge information warnings] since it has neither control over nor, usually,

any knowledge of what the originating network will charge. This was a matter for the

originating network operator and their customer (the phone user).

Lack of control or even of prior knowledge of what an originating network operator would

charge is an obvious difficulty for service providers and terminating operators. If a

mandatory recorded price announcement were imposed on, for example, service providers,

this would have potentially serious direct and implied consequences, especially if failure to

provide correct information rendered the stakeholder liable to fines or sanctions:

For example, some stakeholders would have to invest in a switch, plus the equipment to

handle the announcements; and as a result some would be likely withdraw from the market.

If the recording does not inform the caller of exactly what the cost of the call will be, the

situation for the consumer will be little improved, and resentment towards the service

provider (and possibly also the regulator) may actually be exacerbated.

There would also be major difficulties in providing the correct information. How would the

system identify correctly which operator a call originated and provide the correct price

announcement? It would be absolutely impossible for the system to ‘know’ what price plan

or contract the caller had with the originating network operator.

As the problem arises with some network operators only, it seems unjust to place the

burden of complex call price announcements on other stakeholders.

Another service provider also raised the issue of the costs of providing a recorded call

warning: “If ICSTIS imposed a requirement to have a [rate] warning on the call, this

would be detrimental. Who would pay for it? The originating network, the service

provider, or who?”

5.5.1 Feedback from stakeholders may provide a way of issuing price warnings

Possibly a solution to these issues would be an adaptation of suggestions from

stakeholders, that originating network operators should be obliged to provide a free
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recorded warning of the basic call charge and of what the operator will be charging the

caller.

In this scenario, a recorded call warning would only be mandatory when the originating

network operator charged a rate above the published rate. This warning would have to

inform the caller firstly of the standard call charge to that number and secondly the precise

rate that the operator would be charging its customer. This is one possible option in the

provision of call charge information to consumers.
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6 Conclusions

 Analysys predicts that under the constraints of the current timetable and the general

decline in the use of non geographic number ranges, the net migration will be away

from the 0871 market. This loss can be tempered by light regulation, but could

potentially be increased by a strong regulatory stance

 Generally speaking, PRS style regulations with a lighter touch would be adequate for

the 0871 market. From a consumer perspective, the most effective means of preventing

consumer harm are likely to be measures such as the provision of recorded information

messages advising on call charges and/or to introduce a mandatory form of words on

all advertising and other material where the number is used. However, the cost of

imposing such measures on the various stakeholders in the market is a key

consideration for ICSTIS.

 Due diligence and prior permission are only likely to be required for specific types of

service, such as those with an adult theme. The ability to impose fines should be

retained. Regarding call waiting times, best practice guidelines are likely to be the most

practical means of ensuring a level of quality among businesses providing services

through 0871 numbers.

6.1 Feedback on regulatory options

 Market size. The value of outpayments from terminating network operators to service

providers, which represent the most appropriate revenue flow for the ICSTIS levy, is

estimated at GBP111 million under current market conditions The levy currently
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applied to the PRS market (0.34% on outpayments) would generate revenues of

GBP377 400 for ICSTIS.

 Number migrations: It is expected that a small number of 0870 users, for whom

revenue sharing is a key element of their business model, will migrate to the 0871

range. Large corporate 0871 users will most likely retain their numbers as they already

have a range of different services offered via a broad range of the 08xx numbers, of

which 0871 is just one. However, a number of large corporate organisations have also

voiced concerns over the potential association of 0871 with premium rate services, and

the possible damage this could do to the perception of their brand in the minds of

consumers. SMEs with a single non geographic number using 0871 are the most likely

to switch to a different number range, probably 084x, in order to retain some form of

revenue share. These migrations are dependent on the current timetable as in many

cases regulatory uncertainty is driving the decision making process.

 Rebranding: there was resistance from the service providers and business end users to

include relevant pricing information on all numbers and on marketing material due to

the sheer cost this could incur. However it would appear that this is also the largest

problem area for consumer harm, whereby callers are unaware of call cost especially

when calling from a mobile network.

 Due diligence: in the case where the service provider is already providing 09xx

numbers then the appropriate due diligence has already been performed by the

operator, and so requiring due diligence for 0871 would be not be a significant amount

of extra work for the operators. Where the service provider is only supplying other

08xx numbers then it is safe to assume that the risk for consumer harm is

comparatively low, which may negate the need for full due diligence. ICSTIS will need

to balance this against the risk of potential problems arising when full due diligence is

not undertaken.

 Delayed payment: the issue of delayed payment should not prove to be a problem,

current commercial practice means that payments are delayed by around 30 days

already and so would not deter businesses from using the 0871 umber range.
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 Sanctions: there is minimal risk of consumer harm in the 0871 market and only one

stakeholder raised significant concerns that sanctions had the potential to scare off new

entrants in the fear they could be used liberally by ICSTIS. However, ICSTIS

recognise that any sanctions need to be proportionate and justifiable. ICSTIS is subject

to independent challenge in this, and other, areas.

 Prior permission: stakeholders made it clear that prior permission practices would be

an ‘onerous’ and expensive requirement if applied to the 0871 market. However, there

is likely to be scope to require it based on the nature of the services provided.

 Funding: there was limited objection from 0871 stakeholders to a similar funding

model as used in the PRS market. However it is probable that the levy as a percentage

of outpayments required will need to be higher in order to cover the regulatory costs of

the 0871 market. ICSTIS will need to model the revenues and potential costs.

 Call waiting: without considerable increases to funding it may not be feasible to

adequately regulate call waiting. The complexity of the issue means that a blanket

regulation would not suffice and therefore would required a case by case approach.

 Timetable: Stakeholders' comments were uniform in concluding that the timetable for

implementation of new regulations is unfeasible. The key concerns are that much of the

marketing and advertising collateral is already in place for 2008 and regulation

imposed in February 2008 could prove to be extremely expensive, especially for

business end-users.
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